Events on
the Vitra Campus
Vitra Services & Events
Vitra Campus
Charles-Eames-Str. 2
D - 79576 Weil am Rhein
+49 (0)7621 702 3510
campus@vitra.com
www.vitra.com
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The Vitra Campus is a unique ensemble of
contemporary architecture. The perfect
setting for your private or business events.

The expansive Vitra site in Weil am Rhein
offers a wide variety of spaces and venues
for conferences or private events. Buildings
by renowned architects have generated a
creative, inspirational environment, appealing to more than just architecture aficionados from all over the globe. Diverse in form
and function and dating from different decades, the buildings fulfil a range of requirements and provide the perfect setting for
events of all kinds. We are happy to put
together a programme of activities for your
stay on the campus and will provide prices
on request.

The Vitra Campus brings together the commercial and cultural aspects of the Swiss
furniture manufacturer. After a major fire
destroyed much of the 1950s production
facilities in 1981, the site saw the construction
of a disparate ensemble of contemporary
architecture. The legendary architect Philip
Johnson wrote the following after his first
visit to the Vitra Campus in 1999: ‘Since the
Weissenhofsiedlung in Stuttgart in 1927,
there has not been a gathering in a single
place of a group of buildings designed by
the most distinguished architects in the Western world.’
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Entrance North

1,2 	Factory Buildings, Nicholas Grimshaw,
1981/83
3	
Balancing Tools, Claes Oldenburg
& Coosje van Bruggen, 1984
4	Vitra Design Museum, Frank Gehry,
1989
5	Gate, Frank Gehry, 1989
6	Factory Building, Frank Gehry, 1989
7	Conference Pavilion, Tadao Ando, 1993
8	Fire Station, Zaha Hadid, 1993
9	Factory Building, Álvaro Siza, 1994

10	Dome, after Richard Buckminster Fuller,
1975 /2000

19	Vitra Slide Tower, Carsten Höller, 2014

11	Petrol Station, Jean Prouvé, 1953 /2003

20 B
 ell, from: 24 Stops, Tobias Rehberger,
2015/16

12	Vitra Design Museum Gallery,
Frank Gehry, 2003

21	Vitra Schaudepot, Herzog & de Meuron,
2016

13	Bus Stop, Jasper Morrison, 2006

22	Blockhaus, Thomas Schütte, 2018

14	VitraHaus, Herzog & de Meuron, 2010

23	Ruisseau, Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec,
2018

15	Airstream Kiosk, 1968 /2011
16	Factory Building, SANAA, 2012
17	Diogene, Renzo Piano, 2013
18	Álvaro-Siza-Promenade, 2014
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24 Ring, Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec, 2018
25	Oudolf Garten, Piet Oudolf, 2020

Conference Pavilion
Tadao Ando, 1993

Factory building
Frank Gehry, 1989

Fire Station
Zaha Hadid, 1993

6 rooms, 23 – 76 m2 / 6 – 45 people

2 rooms, 102 – 225 m2 / 26 – 180 people

3 rooms, 70 – 425 m2 / 10 – 200 people
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Dome
after Richard Buckminster
Fuller, 1975/2000

VitraHaus
Herzog & de Meuron, 2010

476 m2 / 200 people
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Depot Deli
directly adjacent to the
Vitra Schaudepot by
Herzog & de Meuron, 2016

198 m2 / up to 60 people

1 room, 130 m2 / 60 people
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Conference Pavilion
Tadao Ando, 1993

6 rooms, 23 – 76 m2 /
6 – 45 people

The Conference Pavilion is the first construction by the Osaka-born
architect outside of Japan. Carefully integrated into a cherry tree
orchard, the building exudes an almost monastery-like tranquillity.
Beginning with the meditation path leading up to the s tructure, the
Conference Pavilion provides an escape from everyday life – making
it an ideal location for concentrated learning and discussion.

Location
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Conference Pavilion
The rooms are fitted with wireless presentation equipment or overhead
projects and screens, and allow WiFi Internet access (included in the price).
Additional equipment can be booked on request. The furniture in Room 1 and
the lobby can be adjusted to individual requirements on request and at an
extra charge.

Lobby
47 m²

Room 1
76 m²

Inner
courtyard
260 m²

Room 5
23 m²

Room 2
36 m²

Room 3
23 m²
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Room 4
23 m²

Ground floor
Basement floor

Room 1
76 m2 / 45 people

Room 2
36 m2 / 20 people

Spacious conference room with flexible furnishings
for training sessions or workshops.

Meeting room with boardroom seating for standard
medium-sized conference situations.

Room 3
23 m2 / 8 people

Room 4
23 m2 / 6 Personen

Meeting room with circular table for standard
small conference situations.

Meeting room with circular table for standard small conference
situations.

Room 5
23 m2 / 8 people

Lobby
47 m2 / 39 people

Meeting room with circular table for standard
small conference situations.

Well-lit space with high ceiling and direct access to the inner courtyard for catering or group meetings.
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Factory building
Frank Gehry, 1989

2 rooms, 102 – 225 m2 /
26 – 180 people

Located behind the Vitra Design Museum, the factory hall by
Frank Gehry contains production rooms and offices, a showroom
and the Vitra Test Centre, as well as catering and conferencing
facilities. The latter are situated in two different areas: the canteen
and the auditorium.

Location
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Company restaurant
195 m² / 80 people
Spacious room that can be used for private celebrations and evening events. Available for bookings
weekdays from 6 pm only, and all day at weekends.

Company restaurant
195 m²

Auditorium
225 m²
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Auditorium
Event room with modifiable furnishings,
overlooking production facilities.
Space can be divided into two separate
rooms by a curtain. Equipped with wireless
presentation solutions and WiFi Internet
access, other conference equipment available on request. Wheelchair accessible.

Auditorium Complete
225 m² / 180 people
Standard furnishing, row seating
for up to 180 people.
Auditorium Conference and Canteen
225 m² (102 – 123 m2 / 26 – 48 people)
Standard furnishing: Auditorium
Conference U-shape layout for up to 26
people; Auditorium Canteen with canteen-style seating for up to 48 people.
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Fire Station
Zaha Hadid, 1993

3 rooms, 70 – 425 m2 /
10 – 200 people

The Fire Station on the Vitra Campus was the Iraqi-British architect’s
first major built work. The jaggedly expressive volumes contrast with
the orthogonal order of the adjacent factory buildings, like an explosion frozen in time. Originally used to house a company fire brigade,
it today serves as a distinguished event venue for larger groups.

Location
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Fire Station
Event hall with modifiable furnishings for exclusive events,
such as receptions, panel discussions or readings incl. side
room that can be used for buffets. Technical equipment is
available on request.
Partially wheelchair accessible.

Top floor
198 m²

Main room
425 m²
Side room
112 m²

Ground floor
Top floor
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Ground floor
425 m2 (main hall) / 200 people
112 m2 (side room) / 40 people
Flexible furnishings. Furniture not included in hire price.

Top floor
70 m2 / 10 people
Meeting room with adjacent terrace.
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Dome
after Richard Buckminster Fuller, 1975/2000

476 m2 / 200 people

The dome-shaped tent construction from 1975 was installed on the
Vitra Campus in 2000. It is based on the engineering principle patented by Richard Buckminster Fuller in 1954 of so-called ‘ geodesic
domes’, whose triangular grid structure provides a remarkable stability and span width using only a minimum amount of resources.

Location
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Dome
476 m2 / 200 people
height 8.30 m / diameter 23.72 m
Spacious daylight-filled tent construction with flexible
furnishings and direct access to the terrace for casual
summer and outdoor events. Furniture not included in
hire price.

Banquet seating

Standing-height tables

Row seating
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VitraHaus
Herzog & de Meuron, 2010

VitraHaus Café, 198 m² /
up to 60 people

Originally intended as a showroom for the Vitra Home Collection, the
VitraHaus has become a beacon for the Vitra brand over the past ten
years — both on campus and figuratively. Visible from afar, it marks
the northern entrance to the Vitra Campus and signals unmistakably:
Vitra not only produces furniture, but is also involved in architecture,
art and home culture. In 2020, the VitraHaus is presenting a new
interior concept on the occasion of its tenth anniversary.

Location
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VitraHaus Café
198 m2 / seating capacity indoors 60, outdoors 100
The café with a large covered terrace on the ground
floor of the VitraHaus is ideal for private celebrations
and evening events. It is run by the Habeck family from
Weil am Rhein, who is the exclusive catering provider.
Available for daily bookings from 6 pm only.

VitraHaus Café
198 m²
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Depot Deli
directly adjacent to the Vitra Schaudepot
by Herzog & de Meuron, 2016

1 room, 130 m2 /
60 people

Opened in June 2016, the Depot Deli and its large outdoor terrace
are located at the south entrance to the Vitra Campus. It was
furnished and decorated in cooperation with London-based interior
designer Ilse Crawford. The restaurant’s healthy food concept focuses
on enjoyment, quality and a varied menu. The dishes served are
prepared using high-quality natural ingredients put together in
creative recipes – from breakfast to salads, home-made sandwiches
and much more.

Location
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Depot Deli
130 m² / seating capacity indoors 60, outdoors 80
The Depot Deli with its large terrace is ideal for
barbecue dinners, cocktail receptions or aperitifs.
Wireless presentation and audio equipment and
WiFi Internet access available indoors.
The Deli is operated by brot&pfeffer GmbH, who
are the exclusive catering providers. Available for
daily bookings from 6 pm only.

Depot Deli
130 m²

2.8

Terrace
235 m²
18

Catering
From dinner menus to buffets for large events: catering
firms on the Vitra Campus take care of your guests.
Freshness is the order of the day, which is why products
and ingredients come from local producers and the
caterer’s own on-site bakery and confectionery.
A choice of two different restaurants offers variety and
change.
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Other offers
Successful events create lasting memories when associated
with a unique experience. A programme of activities
can be arranged to enhance any event on the Vitra Campus,
whether large or small.

Vitra Design Museum
Frank Gehry, 1989
The Vitra Design Museum is dedicated to the research and
presentation of design, past and present, and examines its
relationship to architecture, art and everyday culture. The museum
hosts several major exhibitions in the main building by Frank
Gehry every year. And the neighbouring Vitra Design Museum
Gallery looks at current positions in the design world.

Vitra Schaudepot
Herzog & de Meuron, 2016
Designed by architects Herzog & de Meuron, the Schaudepot
opened in 2016. It hosts part of the collection of the Vitra Design
Museum, which with 7000 pieces of furniture, over 1000 lighting
objects, and numerous archives, as well as the estates of several
famous designers, ranks among the most important holdings of
furniture design in the world. The permanent exhibition presents over
400 key pieces of modern furniture design from 1800 to the present.
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Architecture tours
The architectural park on the Vitra Campus defines the company
as readily as the home and office furnishings or shopfitting systems
it produces. The extraordinary density and quality of the purpose-built structures on this relatively small site have transformed
the Vitra Campus into a magnet for architecture enthusiasts from
around the globe. Join a guided architectural tour and experience
creations by renowned architects such as Frank Gehry, Tadao
Ando or Zaha Hadid.

Production tours
During production tours through Frank Gehry’s factory building,
you will witness the individual production steps of a Vitra classic:
the Eames Aluminium Chair. Discover the story behind its creation,
and in this context, learn what innovation, quality and sustain
ability mean to Vitra. The tour ends with a glimpse into the Testcenter.

Vitra Slide Tower
The 30-metre-high Slide Tower by Carsten Hölller is situated along
the Álvaro-Siza-Promenade, which links the VitraHaus to the Fire
Station by Zaha Hadid. The freestanding work of art offers an
exceptional view of the Vitra Campus and a unique thrilling experience on the 44-metre-long corkscrew slide.

«24 Stops» along the Rehberger-Weg
Stretching over five kilometres, the Rehberger-Weg runs between
the Vitra Campus in Weil am Rhein in Germany and the
Fondation Beyeler in the Swiss town of Riehen. Walkers can follow
the path’s «24 Stops» – 24 waymarkers created by the artist
Tobias R
 ehberger – and explore a uniquely diverse natural and
cultural landscape, either on their own or as part of a guided tour.
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Vitra Design Museum Shop
The shop on the ground floor of the VitraHaus offers a diverse
range of design objects, home accessories and publications – from
Vitra, the Vitra Design Museum and other design manufacturers.
Many of the product designs are based on the museum’s collection
or exhibition research, following the aim to make the major classics
of design history accessible to the public.
A selection of products is also available in the Vitra Design
Museum’s online shop.

Vitra Schaudepot Shop
The Schaudepot Shop presents an assortment of design products,
some of which reference objects in the Schaudepot and the Vitra
Design Museum’s collection. A large selection of publications and
magazines relating to design and architecture is also on offer,
along with posters, postcards and the Vitra Design Museum’s
Miniatures collection.

Lounge Chair Atelier
Witness first-hand the craftsmanship that goes into the making of
a Vitra classic: at the Lounge Chair Atelier, you can select your
preferred design of the Eames Lounge Chair & Ottoman Ottoman
– its wooden shells, the leather and the base version – and observe
the pieces being individually assembled on site.

Interior Studio
The new Interior Studio is located on the ground floor opposite the
main entrance of the VitraHaus. The studio offers an inspiring
working atmosphere where you can view fabrics and material
samples or attend a consultation appointment. An experienced
team will create a mood board that can assist you in furnishing a
living room or even an entire house.
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How to find the Vitra Campus
With public transport
From Basel Badischer Bahnhof rail station: bus
no. 55 to the stop ‘Vitra’ (approx. 15 min.) or
by train with the Deutsche Bahn to Weil am
Rhein (one stop, approx. 5 min.), from there
follow the signs to the Vitra Campus on foot
along Müllheimer Str. (duration approx. 15
min., distance approx. 1 km)
From Basel SBB rail station, Barfüsserplatz,
Claraplatz, Kleinhüningen: tram line 8 to ‘Weil
am Rhein Bahnhof/Zentrum’ (15-30 min.), from
there follow the signs to the Vitra Campus on
foot along Müllheimer Str. (duration approx.
15 min., distance approx. 1 km)
From Weil am Rhein rail station: follow the
signs to the Vitra Campus on foot along
Müllheimer Str. (duration approx. 15 min.,
distance approx. 1 km)
From EuroAirport Basel/Mulhouse:
bus number 50 to Basel SBB rail station
(approx. 20 min.), then tram line 8 to the stop
‘Weil am Rhein Bahnhof/Zentrum’ (approx. 30
min.), from there follow the signs to the Vitra

Campus on foot along Müllheimer Str.
(duration approx. 15 min., distance approx. 1
km). Or take a taxi to the Vitra Campus (cost
25 – 30 euros, travel time approx. 10 min.)
www.bvb.ch, www.sbb.ch, www.rvl-online.de
By car
From Germany: A5 Autobahn Karlsruhe-Basel,
exit 69 Weil am Rhein, turn left, follow signs for
Vitra Design Museum
From Switzerland: A5 Autobahn Basel-
Karlsruhe, exit 69 Weil am Rhein, turn left,
follow signs for Vitra Design Museum
From France: from Strasbourg cross the
border at Palmrain bridge (D), then E 35
to the Vitra Campus
Satnav northern entrance: Charles-Eames-Str.
2, 79576 Weil am Rhein, Germany
Satnav southern entrance: Müllheimer Str. 56,
79576 Weil am Rhein, Germany
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Contact
Vitra Campus Visitor Services & Events
Charles-Eames-Str. 2
D - 79576 Weil am Rhein
+49 (0)7621 702 3510
campus@vitra.com
www.vitra.com

